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Abstract
Prototype generation techniques have arisen as very competitive methods for enhancing the nearest neighbor
classifier through data reduction. A great number of methods tackling the prototype generation problem have been
proposed in the literature.
This technical report provides a survey of the most representative algorithms developed so far. A previously
proposed categorization has been used to present them and describe their main characteristics, thus providing a first
insight into the prototype generation field which may be useful for every practitioner who needs a quick reference
about the existing techniques and their particularities.
Index Terms
Prototype generation, nearest neighbor, taxonomy, classification.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The nearest neighbor (NN) rule is one of the most successfully used techniques for resolving classification and
pattern recognition tasks. Despite its high classification accuracy, this rule suffers from several shortcomings in time
response, noise sensitivity and high storage requirements. These weaknesses have been tackled from many different
approaches, among them, a good and well-known solution that we can find in the literature consists of reducing the
data used for the classification rule (training data). Prototype reduction techniques can be divided into two different
approaches, known as prototype selection and prototype generation or abstraction. The former process consists of
choosing a subset of the original training data, whereas prototype generation builds new artificial prototypes to
increase the accuracy of the NN classification. This technical report provides a survey of the prototype generation
methods proposed in the literature.
II. S URVEY OF P ROTOTYPE G ENERATION A LGORITHMS
Prototype generation builds new artificial examples from the training set, a formal specification of the problem is
the following: Let xp be an instance where xp = (xp1 , xp2 , ..., xpm , xpω ), with xp belonging to a class ω given by
xpω and a m-dimensional space in which Xpi is the value of the i-th feature of the p-th sample. Then, let us assume
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that there is a training set T R which consists of n instances xp and a test set T S composed of s instances xt ,
with xtω ) unknown. The purpose of prototype generation is to obtain a prototype generate set T G, which consists
of r, r < n, prototypes, which are either selected or generated from the examples of T R. The prototypes of the
generated set are determined to represent efficiently the distributions of the classes and to discriminate well when
used to classify the training objects. Their cardinality should be sufficiently small to reduce both the storage and
evaluation time spent by a NN classifier.
Based on [1], prototype generation algorithms can be classified into four main groups depending on the generation
mechanism adopted: Positioning Adjustment, Class re-labeling, Centroid based and Space Splitting.
III. P OSITIONING A DJUSTMENT
The methods that belong to this family aim to correct the position of a subset of prototypes from the initial
set by using an optimization procedure. New positions of prototype can be obtained using the movement idea
in the m-dimensional space, adding or subtracting some quantities to the attribute values of the prototypes. This
mechanism is usually associated to a fixed or mixed type of reduction.

•

Learning Vector Quantization 3 (LVQ3) [2]
Learning Vector Quantization can be understood as a special case of artificial neural network in which a neuron
corresponds to a prototype and a competition weight based is carried out in order to locate each neuron in a
concrete place of the m-dimensional space to increase the classification accuracy [2].
In the initialization step, the prototypes are placed within the training set, by maintaining the same number of
representatives in each class. Then, let xp ∈ T R be an input sample, let yq be the nearest codebook vector to
xp , and let yq (t) represent the codebook vector yq at the step t. The learning process in the basic version of
the LVQ, i.e. the LVQ1 algorithm, consists of updating the position of yq .
If the class label of the codebook vector yq matches the class label of the training instance xp , then the codebook
vector is moved towards xp . Otherwise, it is moved away from the given input sample. The modifications to
the codebook vector yq are performed according to the following general rule:


y (t + 1) = y + α(t)[xp (t) − y (t)], if class(xp ) == class(y )
q
q
q
q

(1)


y (t + 1) = y − α(t)[xp (t) − y (t)], if class(xp )! = class(y )
q
q
q
q
where 0 < α(t) < 1 denotes the corresponding learning rate, which may be either constant or decrease
monotonically with time.
In the case of LVQ2, two codebook vectors, zp and rq , the nearest neighbors to an input sample xp , are updated
simultaneously. While zp must belong to the correct class, rq must belong to a wrong class. Furthermore, xp
must fall into a window defined around the mid-plane of zp and rq . The positioning adjustment in the LVQ2
algorithm can be expressed as follows:
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zp (t + 1) = zp (t) + α(t)[xp (t) − zp (t)]
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(2)


rq (t + 1) = rq − α(t)[xp (t) − rq ]
The LVQ3 approach is similar to the LVQ2 with the addition of one restriction. If xp , zp and rq belong to the
same class, both are positive corrected in the following way:


zp (t + 1) = zp (t) + α(t)[xp (t) − zp (t)]

(3)


rq (t + 1) = rq + α(t)[xp (t) − rq ]
where  is a constant which ranges between 0.1 and 0.5 and depends on the size of the window.
The algorithm can be briefly summarized as follow:
1) t=0
2) TG(t) = Extract N Instances(xp , T R) (* learning stage *)
3) repeat
4) x = ExtractOneInstance(T R)
5) TG(t + 1) = TG(t) + x
6) t=t+1
7) until (t = total learning steps)

•

Decision Surface Mapping (DSM) [3]
The adaptive decision surface mapping algorithm is a variation of the LVQ method in which the authors
dropped the requirement that the prototypes reflect the probability distribution of the classes. Instead, the
algorithm modifies the location of the prototypes to closely map the decision surface separating classes.
The DSM algorithm starts by randomly selecting a small subset of prototype from T R, keeping the proportion
of prototypes per class. In this variant, when a sample xp ∈ T R is of the same class as the nearest prototype
(codebook), no modification are applied. However, when misclassification occurs, modification take place to
apply both punishment and reward. The punishment step takes the nearest neighbor (yq ) and moves it away
from xp in this way:

yq (t + 1) = yq − α(t)[xp (t) − yq (t)]

(4)

The reward step search for the nearest correct prototype (yc ) and moves it towards xp :
yc (t + 1) = yc + α(t)[xq (t) − yc (t)]

(5)

where 0 < α(t) < 0.3 denotes the corresponding learning rate, which may be either constant or decrease
monotonically with time.
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Furthermore, if there is no misclassification during a fixed number of iterations, the algorithm finishes.

•

Vector Quantization (VQ) [4]
The VQ for non-parametric data reduction algorithm combines the VQ technique and the NN method. It can
be described as follows:
1) For each class i, (i=1,..,Number Of Classes), find the Mi level optimal quantizers using a LVQ algorithm.
Suppose the final quantiser reproduction symbols are Ai = yji ; j = 1, ..., Mi ;
2) Combine all the reproduction alphabets Ai of all classes into one single set A of M vectors, that is, U
P
= ∪i Ai and M = i Mi . Output A as the set of final prototypes (T G).

•

Learning Vector Quantization with Training Counter (LVQTC) [5]
Learning vector quantization with training count (LVQTC) represents a modification of the original LVQ
scheme, where additional attributesare appended to each prototype.
Each prototype has a probability Pi , i = 1..N umberof Classes, per class. This probability stores the number
of times vectors of that class have trained the prototype (training counters). Furthermore, each prototype knows
the centroids of wrong classes.
The initial T G is randomly selected from the T R with a small fraction (About 5% or less), keeping the class
distributions.
For each iteration, the following steps are taken:
1) Prototype resetting: set all training counters to zero.
2) Prototype training: An LVQ stage is performed. In this stage, the training counter Pi is appropriately
incremented in each iteration. The punishment and reward steps as performed as:


y (t + 1) = y + (αr (t)/Pt ot)[xp (t) − y (t)], if class(xp ) == class(y )
q
q
q
q

(6)


y (t + 1) = y − (αw (t)/Pt ot)[xp (t) − y (t)], if class(xp )! = class(y )
q
q
q
q
where αr and αw are two distinct learning parameters, and Pt ot=P1 + P2 + ... + Pn umberClasses
3) Prototype pruning and creation: Before a new iteration is started, prune under-trained prototypes and
create new prototypes are applied, according to the following rules:
a) Pruning: Eliminate prototypes with:

Pt ot = P1 + P2 + ... + Pn umberClasses < Pp rn

(7)

where Pp rn is a user-modifiable parameter.
b) Creation: Let us denote by Pw the maximum value of the wrong class training counters of the
prototype; if Pw ¿ Pp rn, create a prototype of a class whose training counter Pi = Pw and with a
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prototype equal to the original.

•

MSE (MSE) [6]
This algorithm is similar to the LVQ approach. In this approach, the initialization strategy is modified to
generate a ”reasonable” initial number of prototypes in T G. This strategy operates in three phases:
1) A standard C-means is performed separately on each class, with a large number of training instances
randomly chosen as initial centroids (10 or 20 per class).
2) A edited nearest neighbor rule is applied to discard non-representative prototypes.
3) A second elimination rule is used to discards redundant prototypes (the Van de Merckt rule [7]).
Then the algorithm enters into a optimization process of the intializated prototypes of T G. The probability
that a prototype xp belongs to each cluster is defined as follows:
exp[−d2i /T ]
Zi (X) = P
2
k exp[−dk /T ]

(8)

where T is the temperature parameter that decrease during the training, di is the Euclidean distance between
the prototypes yq and xp .
The desired probabilities for the proposed model should be:

Zi∗ (X) =



0



si i no pertenece a C(x)

exp[−d2i /T ]
P
2
k exp[−dk /T ]

(9)
si i pertenece a C(x)

It defines the cost function, which determines the training process, and it is presented as the differences between
the observed and desired probabilities:

E(X) =

1 X ∗
T
(Zi (X) − Zi (X))2
2
i

(10)

Finally, the optimization process is performed through an adaptive gradient procedure which minimizes the
error function.

yq (t + 1) = yq (t) + ∆yq (t + 1)

(11)

∆yq (t + 1) = −η(t + 1)∇i E(xp (t + 1)) + µ∆yq (t)

(12)

where µ is usually fixed to 0.9, η(t) is a gradient step which decrease over time, and ∇i E is the gradient of
E with respect to yq .
The algorithm can be outlined as follows:
1) Choose an arbitrary set of patterns in each class as an initial set of prototypes.
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2) Apply the initialization strategy.
3) Set gradient η(0) at a low value and temperature T at a high one.
4) Make one iteration on the whole training set.
5) Decrease η(t). If T ¿ Tm in, decrease T
6) If the process has converged go to step 7. Otherwise go to step 4.
7) Detect and eliminate inactive prototypes.

•

Hybrid LVQ3 algorithm (HYB) [8]
This constitutes a hybridization of several prototype reduction techniques. Concretely, HYB essentially consists
of two steps. First, initial prototypes are selected by a Support Vector Machines method. After this selection
phase, HYB invokes a LVQ3 phase and executes a search in order to find the optimal positions [8].
1) For every class, j, select an initial condensed prototype set Yj,T est by using any one of the reduction
methods described earlier, and the entire training sets, Ti,t ;
2) Using Yj,T est as the set of condensed prototype vectors for class j, do the following using the Placement
sets, Ti,p , and the Optimizing sets, Ti,0 for all the classes:
a) Perform LVQ3 using the points in the Placement set, Ti,p . The parameters of the LVQ3 are spanned
by considering increasing values of w from 0.0 to 0.5, in steps of 4w . The sets Yj,T est (for all j)
and YT est are updated in the process. Select the best value w0 after evaluating the accuracy of the
classification rule on Ti,0 , where the NN classification is achieved by the adjusted YT est .
b) Perform LVQ3 using the points in the Placement set, Ti,P. The parameters of the LVQ3 are again
spanned by considering increasing values of  from 0.0 to 0.5, in steps of 4w. The sets Yj,T est (for
all j) and YT est are updated in the process. Select the best value 0 after evaluating the accuracy of
the classification rule on T R, where the NN classification is achieved by the adjusted YT est ;
c) Repeat the above steps with the current w0 and 0 , till the best values w∗ and ∗ are obtained;
3) Determine the best prototype set YF inal by invoking LVQ3, X times, with the data in Ti,P , and where
the parameters are w∗ and ∗ . Again, the pseudo-testing is achieved using the Optimizing set, T R

•

Evolutionary Nearest Prototype Classifier (ENPC) [9]
The ENPC algorithm is a genetic-based technique which generate an appropriate T G through an evolutionary
process. Generally, genetic algorithms are very dependent on some crucial parameters that have to be found
by a trial and error process. One of the most important characteristics of this method is the lack of initial
conditions, ENPC does not need any parameter.
It employs as a basic structure a two-dimensional matrix, where each row is associated with a prototype of
the whole classifier, and each column is associated with a class to define regions where the prototypes are
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mapped. On its initialization, the algorithm only defines one prototype and it is introduced to T G. All the
training instances are assigned to its regions, depending on their class attribute.
Then a whole evolutionary process starts: It carries out sequentially a set of evolutionary operations with the
aim of generating a robust set of prototypes which will be able to correctly generalize the instances of the
train set. The evolutionary operators defined are:
1) Mutation: T G suffers a mutation phase where prototypes are re-labeled with the most populate class in
each region of the search space.
2) Reproduction: In order to refine T G, the reproduction operator function is to introduce new prototypes
into the classifier, splitting the instances assigned to a prototype into two sets, where the second set is
assigned to a new prototype. Each prototype xp from the T G has the opportunity of introducing a new
prototype to increase its own quality with the objective of defining different regions.
3) Fight: This operator allows prototypes to exchange their assigned instances. The fight can be performed
in a cooperative or a competitive way, and it is ruled by the quality of the prototypes involved. This step
does not modify the prototypes of TG it is only used to define again the different groups that we can
find in T G.
4) Movement: When the different regions have been established, ENPC executes the move operator. It
consists in relocating each prototype in the best expected place, i.e. it is moved to the centroid of its
region.
5) Die: The current prototypes have a chance of being erased from the matrix, which is inversely proportional
to its quality, removing some prototypes from T G that are not relevant.
In the whole process, the quality of each prototype is defined by the number of prototypes which it has
currently assigned and its classification accuracy. When the evolutionary process is finished, the generated set
of prototypes is employed to classify the tests set, by means of the 1-NN classifier.

•

Adaptive Vector Quantization (AVQ) [10]
This method follows an incremental approach to build T G. It proceeds as:
1) With wi j denoting the jth prototype of the ith class, perform clustering independently for each class of
the training set by assigning every training sample to the nearest prototype of the same class.
2) Compute the number of ith class training samples whose closest ith class prototype is wi j. Denote this
number as Ri j.
3) Use the NN decision rule to classify T R by associating every sample to its nearest prototype regardless
of the class distinction.
4) Compute the number of ith class training samples whose closest prototype is wi j . Denote this number
as Qi j.
5) Denote the difference between Ri j and Qi j as Ei j.
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6) Denote the prototype that has the largest value of Ei j as w∗ and find the training samples that were
assigned to w∗ in the clustering process. These training samples are then divided into two clusters by
using the LBG method [11].
7) Increase the number of prototypes by one by replacing w∗ with the two newly generated cluster centers.

•

Learning Vector Quantization with Pruning (LVQPRU) [12]
The LVQPRU approach is described as follows,
1) Let Np c be the number of prototypes per class.
2) Randomly initialize T G with a DSM algorithm, obtaining Np c*Number of Classes prototypes. Denote
the number of instances closest to the kth prototype as Nv (k), where 1 <= k <= size(T G).
3) Delete the kth prototype if it does not contain any members (empty prototypes), i. e. Nv (k) = 0, and
decrease the total number of prototypes.
4) Change the class label of a prototype if it disagrees with the plurality of the instances closest to it.
5) Use LVQ2.1 to refine the locations of the prototypes.
6) Apply the basic condensing algorithm (CNN) to the remaining prototypes to remove the internal ones.
7) Prune the prototype whose removal causes the least increase in classification error.
8) Use LVQ2.1 to fine-tune the positioning of the remaining prototypes.
9) Return T G.

•

Adaptive Michigan Particle Swarm Optimization (AMPSO) [13]
AMPSO is a PSO algorithm with a particular way of encoding the solution into the system. Its particles
encode a prototype, each one being the generated train data represented as the whole particle swarm. Next,
PSO rules guide the optimization of the positioning. At each iteration, the position of each prototype is updated
with the movement equations, which are neighborhood-based. This method does not have a fixed number of
particles. On the contrary, some new operations are defined to allow the PSO search procedure to increase or
decrease dynamically the number of particles; thus the number of prototypes generated by the algorithm is
not known until the end of its execution. The algorithm employs two different fitness functions: The global
fitness function, defined by the standard classification accuracy on a 1-NN classifier, which is used to find the
best swarm over the whole PSO procedure; and a local fitness function valued in each particle, defined by
using the number of prototypes correctly classified and misclassified by itself. This secondary fitness function
is used to evaluate the quality of each particle, in order to judge if it must be erased from the swarm, or if it
can be employed as a parent of a new particle. When the whole PSO process has finished, a cleaning process
is carried out on the best swarm found, erasing from the prototypes defined by the particles the redundant
ones. Then, the set of prototypes generated is taken as the output of the algorithm.
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The pseudocode of the AMPSO algorithm is:
1) Initialize Swarm. Dimesion of particles equals to number of attributes.
2) Insert N particles of each class from T R
3) While the Termination Criterion not satified do:
a) Checck for particle reproduction and deletion.
b) For each particle do:
i) Calculate local fitness.
ii) Calculate its next position.
c) Move the particles.
d) Assign classes to the prototypes of T R using the nearest particles.
e) Evaluate classification accuracy.
4) Delete from the best swarm found, the particles that can be removed without a reduction in the classification accuracy.

•

Prototype Selection Clonal Selection Algorithm (PSCSA) [14]
This is based on an artificial immune system [15], using the clonal selection algorithm to find the most
appropriate position for a prototype set [14]. This model is composed of an immune memory which stores
in its cells the best antigens found in the search process. The Clonar Selection algorithm is initialized by
representing the training instances as antigens, and choosing one antigen from each class to fill the immune
memory. Then the evolutionary search process starts. The first stage consists of a Hyper-mutation process,
where, for each antigen on the training set, the most stimulating antigen in the immune memory is selected.
The measure of stimulation is based on how close both antigens are (by means of Hamming or Euclidean
Distance). The selected antigen of the memory is used as a parent for the Hyper-mutation process, which
generates a given number of descendants. In the next step, a Resource Allocation procedure is called, which
balances the total number of clones present in the system by giving half of the resources to the clones of
the same class of the current antigen. The other half is equally divided among clones of other classes. While
the classification accuracy is improved by the generation of clones, further Mutation processes (and Resource
Allocation procedures) are carried out on the surviving clones. This Mutation produces a lower number of
clones which depends on the stimulation value of each parent clone. When no improvement of the classification
accuracy is achieved, the best clone found is inserted into the immune memory, performing a replacement with
the worst antigen present if the immune memory is full. Then a new antigen of the training set is selected
to perform the next generation. Finally, when the algorithm meets a global termination criterion, the antigens
contained in the immune memory are employed as the training set to classify the test instances, by using the
NN classifier.
The pseudocode of the PSCSA algorithm is:
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1) Initialization.
2) While the Termination Criterion not satified do:
a) Proliferation I (Hyper-mutation).
b) Resource Allocation.
c) While resources left do:
i) Proliferation II (Mutation).
ii) Resource Allocation.
d) Insert best antigen into immune memory.

•

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [16]
This method defines the particles of the swarm as sets of a fixed number of prototypes, which are modified
as the particle is moved in the search space. The usual operators of PSO are employed by this proposal.
The representation of each particle consists of a vector of length given by the concatenation of K prototypes
(dealing with M-dimensional data). The fitness function employed is defined as the classification error of the
set of K prototypes over the training data, by employing the NN rule.
The algorithm can be described as:
1) Initialization: Select a random number of prototypes from T R
2) While the end condition is reachead:
a) Evaluate particles.
b) Update procedure: For each particle, calcule its velocity and update the positioning, according the
following equations:

vi = wvi + c1 ∗ Rand()(pi − xi ) + c2Rand()(pg − xi )

(13)

xi (t + 1) = xi (t) + vi

(14)

where i varies from 1 to the population size; c1 and c2 are named accelaration constants; pi is the
current particle (a set of prototypes) and pg is the best positions; Rand() is a random function in the
range [0,1]; w is the inertia weight.

•

Iterative Prototype Adjustment based on Differential Evolution (IPADE) [17]
The IPADE algorithm follows an iterative prototype adjustment scheme with an incremental approach. At each
step, an optimization procedure is used to adjust the position of the prototypes, adding new ones if needed.
The aim of this algorithm is to determine the most appropriate number of prototypes per class and adjust their
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positioning during the evolutionary process. Specifically, IPADE uses the SFLSDE technique [] as optimizer.
At the end of the process, IPADECS returns the best GS found. The outline of the algorithm is the following:
1) GS = Initialization(T R)
2) DE Optimization(GS, T R)
3) AccuracyGlobal = Evaluate(GS, T R)
4) registerClass[0..Ω] = optimizable
5) WHILEAccuracyGlobal <> 1.0 or all classes are non − optimizables
a) lessAccuracy = ∞
b) FORi = 1 to Ω
i) IFregisterClass[i] == optimizable AccuracyClass[i] = Evaluate (GS, Examples of class i in T R)
ii) IFAccuracyClass[i] < lessAccuracy lessAccuracy = AccuracyClass[i]; targetClass = i;
c) GStest = GS ∪ RandomExampleForClass(T R, targetClass)
d) DE Optimization(GStest , T R)
e) accuracyT est = Evaluate(GStest , T R)
f) IFaccuracyT est > AccuracyGlobal AccuracyGlobal = accuracyT est ; GS = GStest
g) ELSE registerClass[targetClass] = non − optimizable

•

Hybrid Steady-State Memetic Algorithm for Instance Selection + Scale Factor Local Search in Differential Evolution (SSMA-SFLSDE) [18]
Random selection (stratified or not) of prototypes from the T R may not be the most adequate procedure
to initialize the GS. The SSMA-SFLSDE approach uses a PS algorithm prior to the adjustment process to
initialize a subset of prototypes. Specifically, the SSMA algorithm [] is applied and the resulting SS is inserted
as one of the individuals of the population in the DE optimization procedure, that in this case, it is acting
as a PG method. In this proposal, each individual of the population encodes a complete GS. The rest of the
individuals are initialized with random solutions extracted from the T R, keeping the same structure as the SS
selected by the SSMA method.
IV. C LASS RE - LABELING

This generation mechanism consists of changing the class labels of samples from T R which could be suspicious
of being errors and belonging to other different classes. Its purpose is to cope with all types of imperfections in
the training set (mislabeled, noisy and atypical cases). The effect obtained is closely related to the improvement in
generalization accuracy of the test data, although the reduction rate is kept fixed.

•

Generalized Editing using Nearest Neighbor (GENN) [19]
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In this work, the kk 0 -NN rule is proposed. Unless a sample and its k-1 nearest neighbors form a majority
group of k 0 out of k it is edited. Otherwise, it is labeled according to the majority class. For the kk 0 -NN rule
the modification is as follows,
1) Samples of T R are places into groups of k.
2) If there is not a majority of k 0 of one class the group of k samples is deleted. Otherwise, all samples are
labeled as belonging to the majority class.
3) The single NN rule is used on the T G set.

•

Depuration Algorithm (Depur) [20]
This method is based on the generalized editing in which two parameters have to be defined: k and k 0 , in such
a way that (k + 1)/2 <= k 0 <= k. The algorithm can be written as follows:
1) Let T G = T R.
2) For each xi ∈ T R do:
a) Find the k-NN of xi in T R − xi .
b) If a class has at least k 0 representatives among the k neighbors, change the label of xi according to
that class. Otherwise, discard xi from T G
V. C ENTROID BASED

These techniques are based on generating artificial prototypes by merging a set of similar examples. The merging
process is usually made from the computation of averaged attribute values over a selected set, yielding the so-called
centroids. The identification and selection of the set of examples are the main concerns of the algorithms that belong
to this category. These methods can obtain a high reduction rate but they are also related to accuracy rate losses.

•

Prototype Nearest Neighbor (PNN) [21]
The algorithm of finding Prototypes for Nearest Neighbor classifiers (PNN) can be stated as follows: given a
training set TR, the algorithm starts with every point in TR as a prototype. Initially, set A is empty and set B
is equal to TR. The algorithm selects an arbitrary point in B and initially assign it to A. After this, the two
closest prototypes xp in A and xq in B of the same class are merged, successively, into a new prototype, xp ∗,
if the merging will not degrade the classification of the patterns in TR, where xp ∗ is the weighted average
of xp and xq . Initially, every prototype has an associated weight of unity. The procedure of PNN is sketched
below:
1) Copy TR to B;
2) For all xq ∈ B, set the weight Wq = 1;
3) Select a point in B, and move it from B to A;
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4) MERGE = 0;
5) While B is not empty do:
a) Find the closest prototypes xp and xq from A and B, respectively
b) If xp s class is not equal to xq s class then insert xq to A and delete it from B;
c) Else merge p of weight Wp, and xq of weight Wq., to yield xp ∗, where xp ∗ = (Wp• xp + Wq•xq )/(Wp
+ Wq). Let the classification error rate of this new set of prototypes be  If the  is increased then
insert xq to A, and delete it from B; Else delete xp and xq from A and B, insert xp ∗ with weight Wp
+ Wq to A, and MERGE++;
6) If MERGE is equal to 0 then output A as the set of trained code-book vectors, and the process terminates;
7) Copy A into B and go to 3.

•

Bootstrap Technique for Nearest Neighbor (BTS3) [22]
The bootstrapping method is briefly described below:
1) For every class, i, select a sample xi from TN i in random;
2) Find the k nearest neighbor samples of the xi as x1i , x2i , ..., xki ;
Pk
3) Compute a bootstrap sample (prototype) yi = k1 ∗ j=1 xji
4) Repeat the above three steps Mi (Mi ¡= Ni ) times, under a condition that no sample is selected more
than once;
5) Combine all the bootstrap samples yi of all classes into one single set of M vectors, and output it as the
set of final prototypes.

•

Modified Changs Algorithm (MCA) [23]
Bezdek et al. proposed a modification of the PNN. First, instead of using the weighted mean of the PNN
to merge prototypes, they utilized the simple arithmetic mean. Secondly, the process for searching for the
candidates to be merged was modified by partitioning the distance matrix into submatrices blocked by common
labels. This modification eliminated the consideration of candidate pairs with different labels.

•

Generalized Modified Changs Algorithm (GMCA) [24]
The GMCA approach is founded on hierarchical clustering. Mollineda et al. claims that PNN and GMCA
algorithms have two kinds of drawbacks. First, they have a restricted strategy for building prototypes based on
pairwise merging and, consequently, they may provide condensing results which are far from the optimal ones,
both from the point of view of their size and their representativity. And second, they employ a considerable
amount of computation to check consistency exhaustively for any possible merging.
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An algorithmic description of this methods is:
1) T G = T R
2) Compute L as the set of all candidate pairs from T G of the same class.
3) Repeat until a complete pass through L has produced no merge:
a) Let (p,q) be the pair from L whose distance is minimum and remove it from L.
b) Let p∗ be the result of merging p and q and let T G∗ = (T G ∪ p∗ ) − p, q.
c) if T G∗ is consistent, T G = T G∗ and recompute the set of candidate pairs L
They add a consistency checking procedure based on clustering.

•

Integrated Concept Prototype Learner (ICPL) [25]
In this work, we are going to describe the ICPL2 variant which showed to be the best performing ICPL
technique. The ICPL2 approach integrates filtering and abstraction/generation techniques by maintaining a
balance different kinds of concept prototypes according to instance locality. The abstraction component, based
on typicality, employed in the ICPL2 framework is specially designed for concept integration. As filtering
techniques, ICPL2 could use every edition method. Concretely, ICPL2 presents a good behavior with the
well-known edited nearest neighbor.
The algorithm is described as:
1) C1 = Abstraction Phase (T R).
2) C2 = Filtering phase T R).
3) S = C1
4) For each prototype xp ∈ C2
a) Tmp = S ∪ xp
b) Good = Number of instances in T R correctly classified by xp in Tmp.
c) Bad = Number of instances in T R incorrectly classified by xp in Tmp.
d) if (Good > Bad) Set S = S ∪ xp
5) For each prototype xp ∈ C1
a) Tmp = S \ xp
b) With = Number of instances in T R correctly classified by S.
c) Without = Number of instances in T R incorrectly classified by Tmp.
d) if (Without >= With) Set S = S \ xp
6) T G = S

•

Adaptive Condensing Algorithm Based on Mixtures of Gaussians (MGauss) [26]
This is an adaptive PG method considered in the framework of mixture modeling by Gaussian distributions,
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while assuming a statistical independence of features. The prototypes are chosen as the mean vectors of the
optimized Gaussians, whose mixtures are fit to model each of the classes [26]. The main steps of this algorithm
are:
1) Firstly, in the initialization step M components are located on the class means, and shifted away by the
addition of some random disturbances.
2) Secondly, the expectation-maximization optimization is applied to each class independently;
3) When an iteration of the expectation-maximization loop is finished for every class, the error is compared
to the error from the previous repetition of the loop in order to recognize if a class is moving its nodes
faster than others. If accuracy have been decreased for any of the classes, it is forced to wait until the
rest of the classes iterates on the expectation-maximization loop once more.
4) If no class improves its classification accuracy ratio, the balance position have already been reached and
the stopping criterion forces the process to stop.
The process can be viewed as an adaptive condensing scheme, in which the prototypes of the resulting set
will correspond to the centers of the final Gaussians.

•

Self-generating Prototypes (SGP) [27]
The main idea of this method is to form a number of groups, each of which contains some patterns of the
same class, and each group’s mean is used as a prototype for the group. The algorithm can be expressed as:
1) Set Gi with all the prototypes of class i, i = 1, 2, ..., numberof Classes extracted from T R
2) Compute the initial prototypes xi of T G as the centroids of each class.
3) Set i = 1, M = number of Classes.
4) Compute djs = ||yq − xs || for each yq ∈ Gi and, Gi,s = 1, .., M
5) Determine the index of the closest prototype to each pattern yq as ij ∗ = arg mins (dj s ).
6) If ij ∗=k, ∀yq ∈ Gi go to step 10.
7) If Class of (xij ∗ ) ! = Class of (xk ), ∀yq ∈ Gi , set M = M + 1, split group Gi into two subgroups Gi
and GM , and update their means: xk = mean(Gk ), xM = mean(GM ), Class of (xM ) = C(xk ), go to
step 4.
8) If Class of (xij ∗ ) == Class of (xk ), xij ∗ ! = xij ∗ , for some xj ∈ Gk , remove these patterns from Gk
and include them in group Gij ∗.
9) If Class of (xij ∗ ) == Class of (xk ), for some xj ∈ Gk , set M = M + 1, remove these patterns from
Gk and create a new group GM containing these patterns. Update the means.
10) If k = M and no change is made to the groups or the prototypes, then STOP.
11) If k = M, then set k = k + 1 and go to step 4.
12) If k = M, then set k = 1 and go to step 4.
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VI. S PACE S PLITTING
This set includes the techniques based on different heuristics for partitioning the feature space, along with several
mechanisms to define new prototypes. The idea consists of dividing T R into some regions which will be replaced
with representative examples establishing the decision boundaries associated with the original T R. This mechanism
works on a space level, due to the fact that the partitions are found in order to discriminate, as well as possible,
a set of examples from others, whereas centroid based approaches work on the data level, mainly focusing on the
optimal selection of only a set of examples to be treated. The reduction capabilities of these techniques usually
depend on the number of regions that are needed to represent T R.

•

Chen Algorithm (Chen) [28]
The Chen algorithm can be written as follows:
1) Select the desired size of T G.
2) Let bc = 1 (bc is the current number of subsets in T R ), and i = 1.
3) Let B = T R.
4) Find the two farthest points, p1 and p2 , in B.
5) Divide the set B into two subsets B1 and B2 , where:


B1 = p ∈ B : d(p, p1 ) <= d(p, p2 )

(15)


B2 = p ∈ B : d(p, p2 ) < d(p, p1 )
6) Let bc = bc + 1, C(i) = B1 , and C(bc ) = B2 .
7) Let I1 = i : C(i) contains instances from two different classes at least, and let I2 = i : i <= bc I1 .
8) Let I =I1 if I1 != ∅ else I = I2.
9) Find the two farthest points, q1 (i) and q2 (i), in each C(i) for i ∈ I .
10) Find the set C(j) with the largest diameter j.
11) Let B = C(j), p1 = q1 (j), and p2 = q2 (j).
12) If bc < b (b is the number of final subsets) then go to 4.
13) Find the centroids c(l,i) for each class l in subset C(i), i = 1,2...size(T G).
14) Assign to each c(l,i) the class that is most heavily represented in C(i), ties break by largest class and
further randomly. Put all c(l,i) in the resulting set TG.

•

Reduction by space partitioning 3 (RSP3) [29]
This technique is based on Chen’s algorithm [28]. The main difference between them is that in the Chen’s
algorithm any subset containing a mixture of instances belonging to different classes can be chosen to be
divided. By contrast, in RSP3 [29], the subset with the highest overlapping degree is the one picked to be
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split. This process tries to avoid drastic changes in the form of decision boundaries associated with T R which
are the main shortcomings of Chen’s algorithm.
The RSP algorithm can be written as follows:
1) Let bc = 1 (bc is the current number of subsets in T R ), and i = 1.
2) Let B = T R.
3) Find the two farthest points, p1 and p2 , in B.
4) Divide the set B into two subsets B1 and B2 , where:

B1 = p ∈ B : d(p, p1 ) <= d(p, p2 ); B2 = p ∈ B : d(p, p2 ) < d(p, p1 ) :

(16)

5) Let bc = bc + 1, C(i) = B1 , and C(bc ) = B2 .
6) Let I1 = i : C(i) contains instances from two different classes at least, and let I2 = i : i <= bc I1 .
7) Let I =I1 if I1 != ∅ else I = I2.
8) Find the two farthest points, q1 (i) and q2 (i), in each C(i) for i ∈ I .
9) Find the set C(j) with the largest diameter j.
10) Let B = C(j), p1 = q1 (j), and p2 = q2 (j).
11) If bc < b (b is the number of final subsets) then go to 4.
12) Find the centroids c(l,i) for each class l in subset C(i), i = 1,2...b.
13) Put all c(l,i) in the resulting set TG.
The third reduction heuristic (RSP3) consists of performing partitions until all subsets are class homogeneous.
A set X is said to be class homogeneous if it does not contain a mixture of instances that belong to different
classes.
RSP3 can employ both split criteria defined previously: divide the subset with the largest diameter or that with
the highest overlapping degree. In fact, the partition criterion is not important here because all heterogeneous
subsets have to be finally divided.

•

Pairwise Opposite Class Nearest Neighbor (POC-NN) [30]
The POC-NN algorithm follows a divide and conquer approach in order to find regions in the search space.
Concretely, this method selects border instances. The selection process in POC-NN computes the mean of the
instances in each class. For finding a border instance pb 1 in the class C1, POC-NN computes the mean m2 of
the instances in the opposite class C2 and then pb 1 is the instance belonging to class C1 which is the nearest
to m2 . The border instances in the class C2 are found in a similar way; finally, only the border instances are
selected.
After performing the prototype selection by POC-NN algorithm on a training set, this training set is separated
into many regions of correctly classified classes. The POC-NN method for prototype generation is applied by
replacing all POC-NN prototypes in each region with the mean of patterns in its region.
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